Solleva
To il et li ft seat

It really helps you.
No more troubles to get
on and off the toilet!

www.piumalift.it

SOLLEVA

SOLLEVA is a toilet lift designed for elder people and for anyone suffering from limited mobility for diseases or injuries; Solleva can really helps
these people to retain their autonomy in the bathroom safely and comfortable.
SOLLEVA is a medical device that can make up for certain physical limitations. This device can help eliminate some of the stress and strain on your joints when
you go from sit to stand; just think for example how difficult and painful is for people with
arthritis getting from sit to stand!
The toilet lift “Solleva” made by Piuma Lift is available in 3
different types.
Mechanically and aesthetically they are the same;
they only differ from each other for the feeding:

Maximum height from ground: 95 cm
(seat maximum upper position)

. LUXURY Battery power
This type is particularly fit for domestic
and private use as it is not supplied by
mains current.
. ARMONY
Supplied by mains current 230 v.
This type is suitable for users who
do not want to care of battery
charging.
. ROYAL Supplied by mains current
230 v. + buffer battery.
This type is particularly suitable
for users who do not want to care
of battery charging, being granted
anyway the full working even in case of
temporary power failure.
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DIMENSIONS: Width 62 cm; depth 56 cm (seat
in lower position); height (standard seat) 47 cm (on
request, feet extension up to 8 cm are
available); weight 34,4 kg.
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Solleva
has been proved to be
particularly suitable for
people affected by Multiple
Sclerosis, osteoarthritis,
rheumatoidarthritis,
hips prostheses,
heart problems,
obesity.

kg
lifted

Eliminates
the risk of injures
caused by manual
handling.

No need of
masonry.
1 hour to be installed.
Fit almost any type
of toilet.

Adjustable

Anatomic

Noiseless

Clean

- The seat can be stopped in any position you
want between the minimum and the maximum height allowed.
The arms (standard
supplied) can be reclined backwards to allow user more freedom
to move.

- Solleva moves up
an down gently and
slowly reproducing the
natural moving of our
body.
- Solleva reduces or
even eliminates the
need to be assisted by
auxiliary personnel.

Thanks to two lifting silent actuators, self-lubricating axle-bearings,
sound-proofing
carter
coating, the lift Solleva is
highly noiseless.

Particular attention has
been paid to the design of Solleva. It is not
only very nice but it is
also very easy to be
kept clean, thanks to its
smooth, clear surfaces.
In addition, the coating
is painted with special
high-temperature scatchproof paintings.

Reasons to choose “SOLLEVA” by Piuma Lift

The user, standing in upright
position and simply leaning
on the toilet seat, is gently lowered and then raised,
effortless, safely, indipendently, while always keeping
his feet on the ground.

Standard supply

Arms

Luxury Model

Battery

. SOLLEVA is conforming with EC directives as a medical
.

.

.

device belonging to class 1 (as per Italian laws). It is
certified CE.
SOLLEVA design results from important ergonomic
studies; for this reason this device has the highest
degree of functionality, practicality as well as a
fashionable look style
SOLLEVA has been studied, designed and entirely
manufactured in Italy employing the best productive
technologies, as well as using the best material and
components.
SOLLEVA has been designed and manufactured by
MIBA Srl (Modena, Italy), active for 40 years in the
production of electromedical devices.

Arms (standard supply) are ergonomic-shaped to guarantee the
highest comfort and confidence
to the user.
Up-down buttons control are
made of two light buttons easily
operated while keeping holding
the arm. Up-down buttons control can be either on right or left
arm according to user’s request.

Luxury works by means of e lithium-ion battery that guarantees
a very long endurance (50 to 80
cycles according to user’s weight);
it takes about 3 hours to recharge the battery. However, Luxury is
supplied with two batteries thus
allowing a continuous operation.
The battery replacement is very
very easy and fast (see picture on
the left); this operations only takes
a few seconds.

On the arm supplied with
up-down buttons control,
you can also find the onoff button. Even this button is light to guarantee
the highest safety.

NO wires

LIFTS

with full load
battery

Thanks to battery power,
Luxury has no electric
wires.

Alarm

Feet kit

Cover

Extension feet
(height up to 8cm)

Toilet seat cover

OPTIONAL

Teach

Alarm button
Remote teach to allow the user or
another person to easily activate
the device.

P iuma Lift

propeses the new

BiBidet kit

for intimate hygiene on your own!

BiBidet is an electric bidet to allow you wash and dry yourself without need to move from toilet and seat on the bidet

No need to move
from the toilet seat
to wash yourself

You can choose how

BiBidet perfectly matches with
“Solleva” Lift.
The use of “Solleva” and “BiBidet” together is a very good match for you to recover autonomy
and confidence in bathroom, on
your own.
However....
- BiBidet can be individually
sold;
it is designed to fit any
type of toilet.
- You can use BiBidet regardless
of “Solleva”

You can memorise up to 4
different personal programs of
“Intimate Hygiene”.
You can select:
- washing: water stream (direct,
moving or massage); water
temperature; time
- drying: air flow setting; temperature and time
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MIBA S.r.l.
41030 San Prospero (Modena) - Italia
tel. +39.059.809.966
piumalift@miba.it - www.miba.it

You can choose what

BiBidet

- is available in different models
(according to toilet size) and
can be supplied with different
optonals
- it is certified according to strict
world standards
- BiBidet has 2 years guarantee

Authorised seller

